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inverse of the noise intensity matrix. Hence, it is not surprising that a
sizable body of literature has been devoted to the singular measurement
I. W. Sandberg, “On the Lrboundedness of solutions of nonlinear functional
noise problem inboth continuous and discrete time [2]-[14]. For an
equations.” BellSyst. Tech. J . , vol. 43, pp. 1581-1599. 1964.
overview
of stochastic observer theory, see [15].
G. Zames, “On the input-outputstability of time-varying nonlinear feedback
Much of the continuous-time singular estimation literature attempts to
systems,” Part I and Part II, IEEE Trans. Automat. Contr., vol. AC-11, 1966.
N. R. Sandell,“Robuststability
of system with application to singular
overcome the noise singularity by introducing new measurements
pemrbations,” Automatica, vol. 15. pp. 476480, July 1979.
obtained by differentiating noise-free measurements. The present note
J. B. Cruz, Jr., I. S. Freudenberg, and D. P. Looze, “A relationship bemeen
complements these results in the following way. For the available noisy
sensitivity and stability of multivariable feedback systems,’’ IEEE Trans.
and noise-free measurements we simultaneously design a reduced-order
Automat. Contr., vol. AC-26, pp. 6 7 4 , Feb. 1981.
M.Vidyasagar, Nonlinear Systems Anaiysk. Englewood Cliffs. NJ: Prentice- dynamic estimator for the noisy measurements and a static estimator for
Hall, 1978.
the noise-free measurements. We are not concerned here with the
M. G . Safanov, Stability and Robustness of Multivariable Feedback Sysquestion ofhow the measurements are generated (e.g., via successive
tems. Cambridge, MA: M.I.T.Press, 1980.
differentiation). Rather, our goal is to develop a unified dynamic/static
B. S. Chen and C. C. Chiang, “Robust stabilizer synthesis for feedback systems
IEEE Trans. Automat.
containing
time-varying
nonlinear
perturbations,”
estimation design theory which permits full utilization of both noisy and
Contr., vol. AC-31, pp. 768-771, Aug. 1986.
noise-free measurements. Application of these results to previously
W. A. Wolovich, Linear Multivariable Systems. New York: Springer-Verlag,
proposed approaches to singular estimation involving differentiation and
1974.
transformation should be an interesting area for future research.
C.T.Chen, Linear System Theoryand Design. New York: CBS College,
1984.
The results given herein directly generalize theresults obtained in [11.
T. Kailaith, Linear Sysfems. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall,1980.
Specifically, the modified Riccati/Lyapunov equations are now coupled
P. Delsarte. Y. Genin. and Y.Kamp, “Schur parameuization of positive d e f ~ t e
by a pnir of oblique projections. As in [l] the requirement for reduced
block-Toeplitz systems,” SIAM J. Appl. Math., vol. 36, no. 1, Feb. 1979.
estimator order gives rise to the projection
C. A. Desoer, R. W. Liu, J. Murray, and R. Saeks, “Feedback system designthe
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72 =

o p (OF)

(1.1)

where ( ) # denotes group generalized inverse and Q and P are rankdeficient nonnegativedefinite matrices analogous to the controllability
and observability Gramians of the estimator. In addition, the presence of
noise-free measurements
A t ) = Czx(t)

(1.2)

leads to the projection
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Abstract-The optimal projection equations for reduced-order state
estimation are generalized to allow for singular (Le., colored) measurement noise. The noisy and noise-free measurements serve as inputs to
dynamic and staticestimators, respectively. The optimalsalutionis
characterized by necessary conditions whichinvolve a pair of oblique
projections correspondingto reduced estimatororderand
singular
measurement noise intensity.

71 =

QCT(C,QCl)-’C,

(1.3)

where Q is the steady-state error covariance. The contribution of the
present note is a concise,unified statement of the optimality conditions in
a form which clearly displays the role of the oblique projections 7 , and r2
in explicitly characterizing optimal static/dynamic (nonstrictly proper)
estimators. An additional feature of the present note is the presence of
state- and measurementdependent white noise in the plant model. This
model has been studied in a stateestimator context in [161-[18] and has
been justified as an approach to robustness in [19]-[22].
In Section III of the note, we consider the case in which the noisy and
noise-free measurements are fed to the dynamic and static estimators,
respectively. In Section IV, we note that feeding the noisy measurements
to the static estimator results in an ill-posed problem, and we consider the
general case in which the noise-free measurements are fed to both the
static and dynamic estimators. Optimality conditions nowleadto
the
interesting disjointness condition

0= 7271

I. INTRODUCTION

(1.4)

concerning the relationship between the static and dynamic estimators.
The meaning of (1.4) for proposed singular estimation schemes will be
explored in future papers.
The goal of this note is confined to a rigorous development of necessary
conditions for the optimal estimation problem. In support of this aim it
should be noted that the usefulness of necessary conditions in optimization
and optimal control has been amply demonstrated by classical results such
as the maximum principle and Euler-Lagrange theory.For practical
purposes, necessary conditions are largely free from restrictive special
assumptions which invariably accompany sufficiency theory. Most
Manuscript received August 7, 1986; revised November 14, 1986 and May 6, 1987.
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and global optirnality is far more likely after the full elucidation of the
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are often obtained by strengthening necessary conditions by meansof
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additional restrictive assumptions.
Melbourne, FL 32902.
Even without a complete resolution of questions pertairung to existence
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It has recently been shown[l] that solutions to the steady-state reducedorder state-estimationproblem can be characterized by means of a system
ofmodified Riccati andLyapunov equations coupled by an oblique
projection. As in classical Kalman filter theory [2], however, this solution
is based on the assumption that all measurements are corrupted by white
noise. When the measurement noiseis singular (Le,, colored),the optimal
solution cannot be applied since the filter gains are given in t e r n of the
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and
sufficiency, the necessary
conditions fulfill several
immediate
needs.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND MAIN THEOREG
Specifically, the structure of these conditions provides insight into the
properties of the solution arising from optimality considerations. This has Reduced-Order State-Estimation Problem
beendemonstrated for the closelyrelatedproblem
of reduced-order
modeling for whichlocalminima
are characterizedinterms
of an
Given the nth-order observed system
eigensystem decomposition [23]. Potentially more useful than insight for
practical applications are prospects for constructing novel computational
algorithms which avoid traditional gradient
search methods. Thus far, two
distinctalgorithmshave been developed,namely, an iterativemethod
which exploits thestructure of the oblique projection[23] and a homotopy
algorithmwhicheliminates the need for eigensystemcalculations and
provides the means for attaining global optimality1241. For computational
purposes it should also be noted that under an existence assumption the
necessary conditions are ,wanteed to possess a solution to the problem,
while sufficient conditions may fail in this regard.
Y 2 W = C2.w.
II. NOTATION
AND

DEFINITIONS
real numbers, r X s real matrices, E l r x 1 , expectation
n X n identity, transpose, group generalized inverse 125, p. 1241
Kronecker sum, Kronecker product [26]
trace of a square matrix Z
I, - 7 , 7 E W"""
positiveintegers, 1 5 ne In
n+n,
n, ne-dimensional vectors
II , 12, q-dimensional vectors
n x nmatrices; II x nmatrices, i = 1 , " * , p
1, x nmatrix
ne x ne, ne X I], q X ne, q X I2 matrices
unitvariancewhitenoise, i = 1,
p
n-dimensional, Il-dimensional white noise processes
n X n nonnegative-definite intensity of wo(t)
il x II positivedefinite intensity of w l ( t )
n X l1 cross intensity of w o ( t ) , w l ( t )
q X q positive-definite matrix
q X nmatrix

-

a ,

A, A,
K

ne X I2 matrix
BeCI + KC2 AO, I

*(t)

L 'RL - L 'RDeC2- C:D,TRL + C;D,TRDeC2 - L ~ R C , +C;D,'RC~
- CTRL + CTRDeC2
CTRC,
asymptotically stable matrix
nonnegative-semisimple matrix
nonnegative-definite matrix
positive-definite matrix
For arbitrary n

X

n

0, Q define:

matrix with eigenvalues in open left-half plane
semisimple (nondefective) matrix with nonnegative eigenvalues
symmetric matrix with nonnegative eigenvalues
symmetric matrix with positive eigenvalues.

(3.3)
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O = A Q + ~ A T + Q , V , ' Q : - ~ ~ , Q , V , ' Q , ' T T , , (3.14)

To guarantee that J is finite, assume thatA is asymptotically stable and
consider the set of asymptotically stable reduced-order (i.e., fixed-order)
estimators

O = A ~ + F A , + T f , L T R L T ~ ~ - T T L T : L L T R L 7 1 1 T 2 1 , (3.15)

A & { ( A e ,Be, C,, De) : A , is asymptotically stable}.

rank &=rank F=rank Qp=n,

Since the valueof J isindependent of the internalrealizationof the
transferfunctioncorresponding
to (3.4) and (3.5), without loss of
generalitywe further restrict our attention to the set of admissible
estimators
A-

2 { ( A ? ,Be, C,, De) E

A : ( A e ,Be) is controllable

and ( A e , C,) is observable}.

(Ae,Be, C,, De)be confined to
An additional technical requirement is that
the set

a+2

{ ( A e ,Be, C, 0,)
E A+ :
C2(Ql- Ql2Q;lQ;)CT is positive definite},

where

where
7l

& QC:(C2QC:)-lC2.

(3.7a)

rGT=Zne.
Furthermore, G , M , and

r

(3.7b)

are uniquemoduloachange

B"e.

c

72

2 OF(@)'=

G'r

+

A,=r(A-aV,'Cl)GT,

(3.9)

(3.20)

De=LQCT(C2QC:)-'

(3.21)

P

O = A Q + Q A T + ~A , ( Q + & ) A : +V ~ - Q , V , ' Q : ,

(3.22)

t=I

o=A&+&AT+Q,v;'Q:.

(3.23)

Remark 3.2: Notethat by setting A , = 0, C, = 0, i = 1 ,
.,p , it
follows that (3.22) and (3.23) are decoupled and (3.23) is superfluous, To
recover the standard Kalman Nter which involves nonsingular noise, set
C2 = 0, delete (3.21) and define T~ = 0.

N.ADDITIONAL ESTIMATORPATHS
We now consider the more general estimator
L(t)=A,x=(t)+B,yl(t)+Ky2(r),

(3.8)

is an oblique projection.
Theorem 3.1: Suppose A is asymptotically stable and(A?,Be, C,, 0,)
E A solves the reduced-orderstate-estimationproblem.Then
there
exist n X n nonnegative-definite matrices Q, Q, and such that A , , B,,
C,,and 0, are given by

Ce=Lrl,,

and such that Q and Q satisfy

of basis in

Proof: The result
follows
from 127, Theorem 6.2.51.
Since QP issemisimple(diagonalizable)it
has a group generalized
inverse (QP)$ = G r M - T and

(3.18)
(3.19)

B,=Q,V,l,

satisfies

Qp= G'Mr,

(3.17)

Remark 3.1: Several special cases can be recovered from Theorem
3.1. For example, when the observation noise is nonsingular, i.e., when
y2 isabsent, delete (3.12) and set 7, = 0 [22].Deleting also the
multiplicative noise terms yields the Main Theorem of [l].
Specializing Theorem 3.1 to the full-order case ne = n reveals that the
Lyapunov equation for P is superfluous. h this case G = r - I and thus G
= r = I,, without loss of generality.
Corollary 3. I : Assume ne = n,A is asymptotically stableand (Ae,Be,
C,, De) E A - solves the full-order state-estimation problem. Then there
exist n x n nonnegative-definite matrices Q and Q such that A , , Be, C,,
De are given by
A,=A-Q~V;'C~,

since (Ae, Be) is controllable. The positive
and Qz isinvertible
definiteness condition holds when C2 has full row rank and Q is positive
definite. As can be seen from the proof of Theorem 3.1, this condition
implies the existence of the projectiondefinedbelow.
The following factorization lemma is needed for the statement of the
main result.
Lemma 3.1: Suppose n X n Q, P are nonnegative definite. Then QP
is nonnegative semisimple. If, in addition, rank QP = ne,then there exist
ne x n G, ?? and ne x ne invertible A4 such that

(3.16)

~ e (=
0 Cexe+

D,y2(t)+ KYI( t )

(4.1)
(4.2)

involving the additional gains K and f?.
Note that the additional path introduced (4.2)
in implies thatJ i s infinite
and thus the problem is meaningless. Hence, set I? = 0, and consider the
additional path introduced by (4. l), Le., filtering the noise-free measurement.
Replacing (3.4) by (4.1) and optimizing with respect to K yields

o = CPQC:,

(4.3)

0=7271.

(4.4)

which implies
Cc=L~,,GT,
De=LQC:(C2QC:)-l
and such that Q,

Q
:

P

and P satisfy

O = A Q + Q A ' + ~A , ( Q + & ) A ~ v
+~
,=I

(3.1 1)
(3.12)

Using (4.3), Q = qQ and P =
(3.15) become

PTZ[see

(5.17)], the filter gains (3.9)-

- Q ~ v , ' Q , T + ~ ? ~ ~ v ~ ~ ' s : ~ TA~e =,r ( A - Q ~ V , ' C l ) G T - K C 2 G T ,

(4.5)
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and the ne x n, ne x ne, ne

X

G P Q;’QL,

n matrices
M

6 Q2P2, I? P

-P;IPL.

To optimize (3.6)subject to the constraint (5.4)over
Lagrangian

A-,

form the

L(Ae, B e , C e , De, Q, 6, x)

where the Lagrange multipliers X 2 0 and P E
are notboth zero
and Q and P a r e viewed as arbitrary A X A matrix variables. Setting X./
a& = 0, X = 0 implies P = 0 since (Ae,Be, C,, 0,)
E A +.Hence,
without loss of generality, set X = 1. Thus, the stationarity conditions are
given by1
P
aL - -=AQ+QAT+C
ap
I= I

v. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM

A,QA,?+P=O,

(5.6)

Using the notation of Section II the augmented system (3.1)-(3.4)can
be written as

where
f(t)

P

[XT(t),

x:(t)]T.

To analyze (5.1) define the second-moment matrix

Q(t)=z[f(t)fT(r)].

P

P

A PA@AA+CAj@Ai

A,QICLB:+ VolB:,

0=AQ12+QIC:B:+Q12A:+C

i= 1

I=

is asymptotically stable.
Proof: The result follows from properties of the Kronecker product
applied to partitioned matrices. See [22], [26]
for details.
0
Hence, A stable assures

(5.13)

I
P

O=B,CIQ:,+A,Q~+Q:,C:B:+Q~A:+C B,Cl;QICLB:+B,V,B,T,
i= I

(5.14)
O=ATP~2+C:BTP2+P12A,-LTRCe+C~D:RC,,

Q P lim E [ f ( t ) f T ( t ) ]

(5.15)

I-or

exists. Furthermore, Q and its nonnegativedefinite dual
solutions of the modified Lyapunov equations
P

o=AQ+QAT+ &QAT+v,

O=ATP2+P2A,+C:RCe.

P are unique
(5.4)

(5.16)

Note that the (1, 1) subblock of (5.7)characterizing P , has been omitted
from the above equations since the estimator gains are independent of P I .
Note that (5.8) implies (3.7a) and (3.7b). Since

i=l

Q2P2=P;1”(Py2Q2P:’2)Pp,

P

o=AV+FA+C A,?PA,+E.

(5.5)

i=1

Partition ti x A Q , Pinto n

X

n, n x ne, and ne

M is positive semisimple. Sylvester’s inequality yields (3.16).Note also
that

X

ne subblocks as

Q=72&, p=P72.

(5.17)

Next(3.10),(3.11),and(3.12)foIlowfrom(5.9),(5.10),and(3.11)by

’

As s h o w in 1291. the formula for the derivative of a scalar function with respect to
symmwic arguments Q and P entails a modification of (5.6) and (5.7). Since these
gradients arebeing set to zero, however,the final result is identical. Alternatively, Q and
P can be viewed (as we are doing here) as arbitrary matrix variables. Symmetry is
imposed only aposleriori by the form of (5.4) and (5.5) and the stability of A. Hence,
mathematically. the result of [29] is not required.
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using the identities
Ql=Q+O, P , = P + P ,
QI2=QI”,

P l z = -PGT,

Q~= r Qr T , p2= GPGT.

(5.18)

(5.19)
(5.2Gj

Substituting (3.10), (3.11), (3.12) and (5.18)-(5.20)into(5.12)-(5.16)
and
using
(5.12)
+ GT(5.13)G - (5.13)G - (5.13G)T and
GTI’(5.13)G - (5.13)G - (5.13G)r yields (3.13) and (3.14). Using
I“G(5.15)r - (5.15)r - (5.15Qr yields (3.15). Finally, r(5.13)(5.14) or G(5,15)-(5.16)
(3.9). yields
‘3
Remark 5.1. Equations (4.5)-(4.11) are derived in a similar manner
with 2 replaced by 2 in (5.1).
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Absfmct-Oblique projections have been shown to arise naturally in
both static and dynamic optimal design problems. For static controllers
an oblique projection was inherent in the early work of Levine and
Athans, while for dynamic controllers an
oblique
projection was
developed byHyland and Bernstein. This note is motivated by the
following natural question: What is the relationship between the oblique
projection arising in optimal static output feedback and the oblique
projection arising in optimal fixed-order dynamic compensation? We
show that in nonstrictly proper optimal output feedback there are,
indeed, three distinct oblique projections corresponding to singular
measurement noise, singular control weighting, and reduced compensator
order. Moreover,weunify
the Levine-Athans and Hyland-Bernstein
approaches by rederiving the optima1 projection equations for combined
statiddynamic (nonstrictly proper) output feedback in a form which
clearly illustrates the role of the three projections in characterizing the
optimal feedback gains. Even when the dynamic component of the
nonstrictly proper controller is of full order, the controller is characterized by four matrix equations which generalize the standard LQG result.

I. INTRODUCTION
The optimal static output-feedbackproblem [I], [2] and theoptimal
fixed-orderdynamic-compensationproblem
[3], [4]havebeenextensively investigated. A salient feature of the necessary conditions for each
of these problems is the presence of an oblique projection (idempotent
matrix) which arises as a direct consequence of optimality. For the static
problem with noise-free measurements (i.e.. singular measurement noise)
the necessary conditions involve the projection [2]
71 = QC‘(CQC?-lC

where Q is the steady-stateclosed-loopstate
projection

covariance. The dual

T*=B(B‘pB)-’B‘p

arises analogouslyin
the correspondingprobleminvolvingsingular
control weighting. Furthermore. for fixed-order dynamic compensation
withnoisymeasurementss,ithasrecentlybeenshown
[4] thatthe
necessary conditions give rise to the projection
73

= QF(QP)*

wvhere ( )# denotes group generalized inverse and Q and P are rankdeficientnonnegative-definitematricesanalogous
to thecontrollability
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